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We give a new algorithm to solve with cubic complexity the word problem in the braid group 
B,. This allows us to give an effective answer to the conjugacy problem in B,,B,. 
Introduction 
One interesting problem among link theory is to classify links in an algorithmic 
way. A good approach seems to transform links into braids (for that matter, see 
[l, 4,5]), since braids have an algebraic structure, and then, try to solve the question 
of algorithmic classification of braids. 
The first important problem that arises is to classify up to conjugacy in a braid 
group B, with the number n of strings being fixed. Garside gave an algorithm in 
two steps, solving first the word problem in B,, and secondly the conjugacy pro- 
blem. Unfortunately the complexity of his algorithm for the word problem is ex- 
ponential, and even with big computers, no calculus is possible if n is greater than 
3. We give here a new algorithm for the word problem with cubic complexity 
(Algorithm 3.2), which allows us further to give an effective answer to the conjugacy 
problem in B,,B, (Algorithm 4.4). 
1. The braid group and Garside’s solution to its word problem 
Let us recall some elementary facts about the braid group B, of n strings. For- 
mally we can define it as the group with n - 1 generators or, . . . , (T,_ 1 and relations 
I 
Ki,j: DiDj=DjDi if Ii-jl>l, 
rSi: Oi(Ti+ 1(7i=(Ti+ lDi(Ti+ [ if i<n- 1. 
We will call braids the elements of B,, and braid-word any word in the generators 
01, *.*, on_, representing some braid. And we will distinguish equality of braids in 
B,, denoted =, and equality of words (elements of the free group generated by 
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or,. . . , (T,_ r) denoted =. Furthermore, we will say that a braid-word cc) is positive 
if and only if it is a product of powers of the generators with positive exponents. 
The length (counting multiplicity) of a positive word CL) will be denoted f(w). 
Let us call diagram of a positive word o the set defined algorithmically in the 
following way: 
Let D,(w) = (CO} and for all s, D,, 1(w) the set containing the elements of D,(w) 
and all new words obtained by application of any relation K~,~ or rsi to one element 
of D,(u). Notice that (the words being positive) the length of the involved words 
is constant, so there exists m for which D,(o) is maximal; we call this set the 
diagram of o, denoted D(o). 
A particular positive word takes a prominent part in B,: let us call 
This word has two important properties: 
(1) for each generator oi, there exists a positive word ri such that a,:’ = (d,)-lri, 
(2) for all (ii, (d,)-lai=o,_j(d.))l. 
One major consequence of these two properties is that it permits us to remove all 
isolated negative powers in any braid-word, and then to deal only with positive 
words. 
Now, let us give Garside’s algorithm: 
Algorithm 1.1. Let w be a braid-word. 
(1) Replace in o each 0;’ by (d,)-‘ri. 
(2) Push all the (An)-’ to the left, using (d.)-‘a;=a,_i(~.)-‘; at this step, ob- 
tain ~=(d,,)~o+ with o+ positive. 
(3) Compute all of the diagram D(o+) and choose one element (d,)mQ with m 
maximal. 
(4) Compute all of the diagram D(a) and choose the braid-word o* which is 
minimal under lexicographic order. 
Finally, get w = (dn)ktm cc)*. This particular writing is called Garside’s normal 
form of the braid-word w. Especially, k+ m is called Garside’s power and o* 
Garside’s remainder. Unfortunately, this method is not efficient in practical cases, 
because as the length of the word increases the diagram becomes too large (for in- 
stance, D(n,) has 768 elements). This is the reason why we will give later a new 
algorithm which permits effective calculus. 
2. Extraction algorithms for positive words 
In this section, we deal only with positive words. 
Following the previous remarks, if we want to be efficient we have to avoid com- 
puting whole diagrams. So, we will give here a first algorithm which determines 
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whether a particular generator ffk is extractible to the left of a positive word, and, 
if so, gives the rewriting chain for this purpose. Afterwards this basic algorithm will 
lead to others, and finally to one which permits fast calculus of Garside’s normal 
form. 
Let us give the following definitions, valid for positive words: 
Definition 2.1. A generator ok is left-extractible from a braid-word w if it is possible 
to write 0 = (Tk6, by finite successive applications of relations TCi, j or q. 
Definition 2.2. Let o be a word containing at least one oi. The number of o,+ , (if 
i<n) and (Ti_l (if i> 1) in o, between the left of w and the first oi encountered in 
o is called the blocking-index go,(u). (This definition depends upon the braid- 
word, but not upon the element of B, the word represents.) 
The extraction of a generator is, roughly, divided in two steps: first, we try to ex- 
tract it directly, and if that is not possible, we slide it to the left using a rewriting 
rule of type aojo;ajpj aa;ajaip with Ij- iI = 1, and then we apply the extraction 
once more. 
Let us give this algorithm: 
Algorithm 2.3. (Left-extraction of a generator from a braid-word). 
Input word: CL), input generator: pi. 
Part X If o contains no pi, extraction is unsuccessfully finished. Else, do the 
following: 
Part Q. Push to the left the first oi occurring at the left of o, using recursively 
the rewriting rules (Tk~i~ (Tj(T,+ if I/C-- iI > 1. Let o* be this braid-word. 
If (7i is on the extreme left in w*, it is finished. Else, do the following: 
Part 9’. In this case, ~F~,(w*)>o, and the first pi from the left is blocked on its 
left by one aj with j = i + 1 or j = i- 1. o * is written w* = ai ajoiaz with ai contain- 
ing no pi. SO, call the extraction procedure with a2 as input word, aj as input 
generator. 
The result of this call is: 
- either aj is not left-extractible from a2 and that means’ that oi is not left- 
extractible from o 
- or o* can be written in the form a,ajaiajb2, and by application of one of the 
relations TSi_ 1 or Ts, , get a new writing 0 ** = oioiojo/tFz (with gO,(~**)<gD,(w*)). 
In this situation, call now the extraction procedure with a** as input word and oi 
as input generator: (Ti is left-extractible from o if and only if oi is left-extractible 
from a**. 
This algorithm is convergent, since at each call of the extraction procedure: 
’ Later we will give a proof for this special point. 
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- either the length of the input word decreases 
- or the length is the same, but in this case it is the blocking-index which decreases. 
Further, each time part 9 is involved, the blocking-index decreases strictly. So, 
either we are able to extract the generator, or we have the proof that it is not left- 
extractible. 
The only point we have to verify is the sentence we claimed in part 9: if Oj is not 
left-extractible from a2 it implies that oi is not left-extractible from w. 
Actually, in this case, the blocking-index might not be minimal. It is the case if 
o can be written o = d,akorjcriaz with lk - i 1 = 1, k#j and ffk left-extractible from 
a2: a2 = ok@2. We will show that in this situation, aj cannot be removed from the 
left of oi. 
So, let us decrease the blocking-index relative to oi by rewriting o in the form 
&*=aiojoiokoib2. But oj iS IlOt left-extractible from okoi&, because if it Was, 0j 
would be left-extractible from a2. 
But, in this case, since lk-j]=2, aj would then have been left-extractible from 
ok& = a2, which is not true. Then, if we can decrease the blocking-index s0; by 
means of some rewriting involving ok, the newly obtained braid-word ~5 * = al ojojb2 
is such that aj is not left-extractible from C2. By recursion, the blocking-index sO, 
cannot become zero by means of rewritings from w. So this algorithm is valid. 
Let us now evaluate its complexity. We define here as elementary-complexity 
operation either a comparison between two generators, or a swap of two generators 
in a braid-word. We will denote c(i) the maximal number of such elementary- 
operations necessary to get a generator left-extractible from a braid-word of length 1. 
Let us suppose that for a braid-word o of length l(w) = I, part B of the algorithm 
is active, and that in order to push the input generator to the left, k comparisons 
are necessary. That means we have at most k- 1 swaps. If the blocking-index is not 
zero, we have to call now the procedure with a braid-word of length at most I- k- 2, 
and this procedure needs c(l- k - 2) elementary operations. The result is a majora- 
tion of c(l) by 2k- 1 + c([-- k- 2), and so, by 21- 1 + c(,- 2), and this leads to 
c(l) = CqP). 
Proposition 2.4. The complexity of Algorithm 2.3 is quadratic in the length of the 
input word. 
Let us now give an explicit example of how this algorithm works. Suppose we 
have to extract o2 from cu = o o o o o o CJ o B o cr301. Using part 8, we get 3314213422 
a’= o3a3ol~2~4~1~3~4~2~2(T3~1. 
The blocking index is @Jo’) = 3. Since o2 is not on the left, we try to extract o1 
from a2 = 04010s040zozos61. Involving part 8, we get a; = 01(T4(T3040z020s01. 
Now we resume the extraction of o2 from o’, which is written now (after using 
relation rs,) 0n=(T3CS3~2(Tl(T2~4~3~4(T2B2ff3~l. 
The blocking index is 9Jo”) =2. We now have to extract o3 from 
~l~2~4cr3~4020203~l 3 so extract o3 from cr 0 o ~7 0 0 0 0 (i 123432231, extract o2 from 
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040s02(720301, o3 from D2CT3O1 and finally o2 from ol, which is impossible. 
The conclusion is: rr2 is not left-extractible from o 3 3 1 4 2 1 3 4 2 2 3 o o (T (T (T (T (T o o o o I* 
Now, let us deal with left-extraction of braid-words. First, let us give the follow- 
ing extension of Definition 2.1, valid for positive words: 
Definition 2.5. A braid-word o1 is left-extractible from a braid-word CC)~, if, by 
finite successive applications of rcij and rsi relations, o2 can be written in the form 
v-2. 
An algorithm for deciding whether a positive braid-word w, is left-extractible 
from w2 is now quite evident: 
Algorithm 2.6. 
Input words: (wl, w2). 
(1) If wl is a generator oil, use the generator-extraction procedure. Either the 
extraction is impossible, or it returns oil and r2 such that w2=oi,r2. 
(2) If 01 =cs~,G~, then 
First step: 
- If o,, is not left-extractible from w2, we are finished and w1 is not left- 
extractible from w2. 
- If w2 can be written oil&2 then do the following: 
Second step: go to the beginning with (Gl, k2) as input. 
- If (3i is not left-extractible from ti2, neither is w1 from w2. 
- If G2 can be written c$r, then wi is left-extractible from oi,&irE oz. 
Clearly, this algorithm has complexity 8(1(w1). 12(w2)). 
3. A new algorithm for Garside’s normal form 
In Garside’s algorithm, steps 1 and 2 do not cause any problems in terms of com- 
plexity. Step 3 is now solved by using Algorithm 2.6, and the only problem that re- 
mains is how to get the minimal writing of a positive word, occurring in step 4 of 
Garside’s algorithm, without computing the whole diagram. For this purpose, we 
use again the extraction algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.1 (Minimal writing of a positive word under lexicographic order). 
Input word: w, result: w*, 
(1) First element of w *: Try successively to extract ol, if not, 02, if not, 03, . . . : 
the first left-extractible generator is the first element of w*. 
(2) Let Oik be the kth element of w *. To get the (k-t l)th, try successively to 
extract aik _ 1, if not, Oi, 7 if not, ~ik+ 1, . . . : the first left-extractible generator is the 
kth element of w*. 
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Justification of step 2 of the algorithm is easy, since, if aj with j< ik - 1 was left- 
extractible, the relation Tcik,j could be used, so ark would not have been minimal 
the step before. Furthermore, for each position of the braid-word we have at most 
n - 1 generators to try, so the complexity of this algorithm is in @(13(~)). 
From these algorithms, we are now able to give a new algorithm in order to com- 
pute Garside’s normal form of a word: 
Algorithm 3.2 (Fast algorithm for Garside’s normal form). Let w be a braid-word. 
(1) Replace in u each 0~7’ by (d,))‘r;. 
(2) Push all the (A,)-’ to the left, using (A.)-‘a,=~,_ ;(A,)-‘; at this step ob- 
tain o=((~,,)~u+ with ~c,’ positive. 
(3) Extract successively d,, from o+, using Algorithm 2.6 until this is impossible. 
At this step, obtain a new writing (d,)m~ with m maximal. 
(4) Compute o *, the minimum under lexicographic order of 0, using Algorithm 
3.1. 
Garside’s normal form is then (An)m~*. 
Let us now summarize the whole complexity of this algorithm. Let I= l(o). In 
part 2, we get at most a ((/(A.) - 1). I(w)) word o+ since each ri is (I@,) - 1) long. 
In this word are imbedded at most [(l(d,) - 1). I(w)/l(dn)] copies of d,, which 
is less than f(w). So we have to repeat (at most) I(o) extractions of d, from 
the braid-word o+. Remembering that &I.) is a constant, the cost is at most 
@(f(w). 12(w))= 8(13(~)). Also, part 4 is in @(13(ti)), which is in @(r3(~)) since 
I(Q) I l(d.)l(U). 
In conclusion we have an @(13(o)) complexity algorithm to find Garside’s nor- 
mal form of a braid-word o. 
Proposition 3.3. Algorithm 3.2 computes Garside’s normal form of a braid-word 
with cubic complexity in its length. 
4. Application to the conjugacy problem in B, 
The conjugacy problem in B, is solvable in an algorithmic way, but its complexity 
remains exponential in respect to the complexity of Garside’s normal form calculus. 
However, with our improved Algorithm 3.2, we are now able to give an effective 
answer to that problem for small values of n. 
Let us recall that two braids w, and q are conjugated in B, if there exists a 
braid a EB, such that ot = U-~U~CX. Let us define the set I(n) of initial parts of d,: 
I(n)={a*/aEB,/BPEB,/~16ED(d,)/orp=6} 
where a* denotes the minimal form of a under lexicographic order. (For instance, 
the generators o1 . . . on_ 1 are initial parts, and then 01cr2,. . , CT~(T~CT~ . . . and so on). 
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I(n) is of fundamental interest, since it suffices to look at conjugacy by its elements 
to know all the conjugates of a braid (cf. [l]). 
We will denote by - the isomorphism of B, defined by ai = 0,-i for each 
iE[l,n-11. 
Now, let us define the summit-set, component by component. Let Se(o) = {o}, 
and let Si+ r(o) be the set whose elements are conjugates of elements of Si(cU) with 
Garside’s power at least Garside’s power of o. Since the set of conjugates of a word 
o of Garside’s power greater than a fixed integer is finite, there exists an integer 
m for which S,(w) is maximal. 
Finally, let us denote by S(o) the subset of S,(o) of elements of maximal 
Garside’s power, called the summit-set of w. Among the elements of S(o), there 
is a particular one, written (dnYw** with o ** minimal under lexicographic order. 
This element is called the summit-form of o, s summit-power, o** summit- 
remainder. 
We have the following fundamental result: 
Theorem 4.1. s and CO** characterize the conjugacy class of w in B,. (The proofs 
are in [l] and [2].) 
From Garside’s theory results a first algorithm of construction of the summit- 
form of a word w. E B,. 
Algorithm 4.2 (Garside’s answer to the conjugacy problem). 
Input word: wo. 
Step 1. Compute Garside’s normal form of wo, (d,)gw$ and store this form in 
memory. 
Step 2. For all forms (dn)gw* being in memory, for all initial parts (Y, compute: 
- if g is even, the Garside’s form of (Y-~w*(Y; 
- if g is odd, the Garside’s form of @-‘~*a. 
Step 2.1. If the Garside’s power is the same as the one of wo, store this new 
Garside’s form in memory, go to Step 3. 
Step 2.2. If the Garside’s power is strictly greater, erase all the memory, store 
this form in memory, and go to Step 1 with this new word as input. 
Step 3. When all the forms being in memory are used, take in memory the only 
form with minimal remainder under lexicographic order, else resume Step 2. 
This method has an intrinsic complexity due to the great number of initial parts 
of d, when n increases. For instance, with n =4, there are 6 initial parts, but for 
n = 5, there are 119. 
We will end this paragraph by giving a slightly improved algorithm (we noticed 
it was a fifth faster than the previous one), based upon the following remark: 
Lemma 4.3. If w is written w = y-y+ with y ’ positive, y- negative, its Garside’s 
power is positive if and only if (y-)-l is left-extractible from y’. 
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Proof. The sufficient condition is obvious. Conversely, let us suppose that (y-)-l 
is not left-extractible from y+. This means that we can write, after some eventual 
simplifications o = a-oil/?+ with ok not left-extractible from /3’ and (Y- negative. 
Let us now suppose that o is written (d,)go* with gr0. Then ai’/3’ is written 
(cx~)-‘(~,)~o* which is positive, and so ok would be left-extractible from /3’. 0 
Finally, our improved algorithm is 
Algorithm 4.4 (Improved algorithm for the conjugacy problem). 
Input word: CC)~. 
Step 1. Compute Garside’s normal form of oo, (d,)go$ and store this form in 
memory. 
Step 2. For all forms (n,)go* being in memory, for all initial parts a: 
Step 2.1. If g is even, write a-‘o*o = y-y+ with y- negative and y+ positive, 
and: 
- If (y-)-’ is not left-extractible from y+, go to Step 2 (and try another initial 
part). 
- If (y-)-l if left-extractible from y+, extract it, compute Garside’s form 
(n,)hr* of the result and: 
If h = 0, store (n,)gr* in memory and go to Step 3. 
If h>O, erase the whole memory and go to Step 1 with (dn)g’hr* as input. 
Step 2.2. If g is odd, write d-‘~*a= y-y+ with y- negative and y+ positive, 
and process like in Step 2.1. 
Step 3. When all the forms being in memory are used, take in memory the only 
form with minimal remainder under lexicographic order, else resume Step 2. 
From n = 6, computing becomes impossible: the word d, has length 15, and the 
number of initial parts is so important that their calculus is impossible. All these 
algorithms are already implemented, using PROLOG language for conveniency 
(these programs are available from the author). 
To illustrate the interest of such programs, we can answer a question (which arose 
incidently in a paper of Morton [3]) of the following type: are the two braids ol = 
0~20zB$s2(T:B~‘*1(T2 -’ and 02~a;1a31a20,2a2~:a;1~~ conjugated in B,? For 
this purpose we compute the summit-form of ol which is (dq)-3afa2(3f~2(T3~~~~~3 
otor and the summit-form of o2 which is (n4)-3afo2~f~2~3~~~2~~~3~~~~. This 
gives an explicit example of two non-conjugate 4-string braids whose associated 
links have the same isotopy. Note that the time needed for such a calculus is about 
Ih CPU on an IBM 9370-60. 
In conclusion, the classification of conjugacy classes remains difficult. A way for 
major improvement might use linear representations on B,, such as the Burau 
representation, as soon as they would be proved to be faithful (cf. [l, p. 1001). 
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